Abstract A recent new research has revealed that real life systems follow similar ''fractals-general" stacking behavior during their change pathways when subjected to affecting environments and events ''on and above" their normal behavior or set points. In this paper, the system change pathway is investigated through cleverly neutralizing time in the analysis. The new expression of ''neutralizing time" is defined as time is not considered during the system stack-based change pathway calculations, but it will only be sensed in the sequence order. By adopting this concept, the formulations cleverly avoid falling in the trap of the long dilemma of ''the problem of time" when handling the system change pathways. This is equivalent to representing the system by two-level configuration: the basic level of the physical system is considered as temporal, while the upper level of affecting events is regarded as non-temporal. Furthermore, it is shown that the infinite multi-stacking interactions at any event state of global systems could provide the necessary mathematical platform for analyzing the natural or intentionally induced ''synchronicity" principle. Two illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the successful applicability of the new time neutralized concept. The first example describes the course of life of inverted pendulum trolley car subject to accidents and collision influences. The second example elucidates the change pathway of the formation of human bladder spherical crystalline stone versus different change formulas under excessive salt/mineral concentrations influences. It is revealed that these illustrative examples could provide a positive assertive answer to the important question: ''Can the presented change pathway theory through backward stacking, neutralized time effect, and satisfying the reversibility property mathematically uncover many open secrets such as the origins of matter and antimatter?". Applications of the new concept to some real life single stacking and multi-stacking examples are also discussed. It is recommended that future work shall be directed toward strengthening the * Tel.: +20 2 33368749, mobile: +20 1222189739; fax: +20 2 33368748. E-mail address: dorrahht@aol.com Peer review under responsibility of Ain Shams University. new concept for multi-stacking system change pathway platforms. Such recommendation could also be generalized for implementing the concept in retrospective or backward stacking way to various real life applications, such as for analyzing the past sequential (evolutionary) formation of matter/ substances and uncovering the mysterious origins of many versatile systems. 
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Introduction
In a recent study, it was shown that real life system operation follows a two level configuration denoted as ''Time drivenevent driven -parameters change" paradigm as elucidated in Fig. 1 [1] [2] [3] . The basic level indicates the time-based physical system with its accompanied physical dynamic (state-space) equations, while satisfying the controllability and stability requirements. On the other hand, the upper level represents the event-based platforms affecting the system from all inside and outside sources.
The study revealed that ''everything in life is subject to change" and the sequential progresses of real life systems during their changes follow the representation shown in Fig. 2 . Such changes can be viewed as some type of forming one or more of six types of stack-based layers (S1, S2, . . ., S6) as summarized in Table 1 . Stacks of blank type (zones of versatile categories or its categories cannot clearly be specified) are denoted just by the symbol S. Moreover, each stack layer could contain sub-layers, segments and sub-segments.
It can also be observed everywhere that the stacking behavior of system change is followed by all systems in various disciplines and sciences with different types and categories. Numerous examples of real life systems have been reported in geosciences, life sciences, environmental science, ecology, biology, medicine, material sciences and engineering following the above different stack-based layering behavior as given in [1, 2] .
The programming of various types of the above stacks has successfully been developed in modular form using the notion of growing and shrinking matrices as given in [4] (see footnote 2 ). The implementation of the stack-based layering modeling methodology to real life systems includes three aspects, namely layering identification, layering extraction and layering processing (using either 2-D or 3-D stack layering representations) as depicted in Fig. 3 [2] .
The main approach was based on introducing a new instrument or measure denoted as l that describes a form of register to all events and influences on the system ''on and above" their normal practices. External or internal excessive influences and happenings on the system can be visualized as accidents, collisions, impacts, breaks, shocks, collapses, eruptions, destructions, etc. Also extreme, severe, extraordinary, unusual, rare events, etc. are all included within such affecting categories [5] .
Based on this concept, it was investigated that such influences will lead to corresponding change of the parameters of the system (regardless of their time of occurrences). As each system is different than the other, it is logical to assume that such change will differ from one system to another and is particular to each system depending on its susceptibility and withstanding to change. For such purpose the ''Consolidity Index" [6] [7] [8] [9] is introduced as a normalized metric for scaling such change.
Consolidity is an intrinsic system metric that changes from one system to another and can be calculated based on the system physical equation(s). It is a normalized index measuring the ratio of total output changes over total combined inputs and systems effects through fuzzy sets, random sets, rough sets, Z-numbers, or any other similar sort of analysis. The system is considered to be consolidated if index < 1, neutrally consolidated if index % 1, and unconsolidated if index > 1. The typical ranges of the consolidity indices based on previous real life applications are as follows: very low (<0.5), low (0.5 to 1.5), moderate (1.5 to 5), high (5 to 15), and very high (>15) [1] [2] [3] .
In the following section, the new paradigm of ''FractalsGeneral Science" is elaborated and compared with other fractals approaches reported in the literature.
Fractals-General Science versus other fractals approaches
Within the scope of computer programming, the well-known fractal theory [10] was developed and extensively applied to imitate in the virtual world some of the geometries in real life without really incorporating their physical and operation constrains (in the first or basic level of system paradigm). In the present work, a new view for unifying various sciences in the form of ''Fractals-General Science" was recently reported based on the universality of the fractals-general stacking behavior of physical systems far from the virtual world as discussed in [3] . The new science acts commonly as a mother-discipline of existing natural and applied sciences, and administers the systematic and mutual transfer of pathway changes of real life systems belonging to these disciplines.
The new fractals-general stacking behavior, however, is a more general mathematically rigorous behavior than the selfsimilarities of previously known fractal appearances of complex geometric shapes of repeated patterns in nature. The term ''fractals-general" is used to designate the general similarities of the everywhere physical stack layering structures and formations among various real world sciences and disciplines during the study of systems change pathways or course of life. The investigation of stack-based layering behavior of physical 1 Stacking could be visualized in its original sense as some sort of memory (arrays or layers) arrangement of items such that the item most recently arrived at the stack is the first to be retrieved. However, in this study stacking is applied for describing the physical system changes in a more general sense than its original literal or conventional form. 2 The stack-based matrix representation might include some types of growing or shrinking matrices of flexible dimensions. The development of new algebra for such growing matrices could be of high benefit to effectively handle such situations. To simplify the processing, each stack layer (or sub-layer) or segment (or sub-segment) boundaries should clearly be marked in these matrices at every event step l.
systems within the fractals-general science might of course independently lead to the creation of some (non-virtual) geometric similarity shapes that match some of those given in the conventional fractal theory. Nevertheless, such created shapes of different geometric similarities are of minor significance to the change pathways study.
The new science based on building physical stack-based layering patterns is also completely different than the ''fractal time" approach. The ''fractal time" approach relies on building fractal time series which substantially differs from conventional one in its statistic properties including heavy-tailed probability distribution function, correlations and global or Effects "on and above" normal system stand or original set-point "Time driven-event driven-parameters change" paradigm Figure 1 A schematic diagram depicting the forward stacking of ''time driven-event driven-parameters change" paradigm [1] [2] [3] .
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Above The new ''Fractals-General Science": Can time be neutralized?local self-similarity [11, 12] . The new approach, however, avoids entirely using any empirical, regression, artificial, virtual, or imaginary formals for the change pathway calculations if these formals' coefficients do not correspond one-to-one to the parameters of the original physical systems and their intrinsic properties [1] [2] [3] .
The new ''fractals-general science" is intended to deal with multi-disciplinary problems through multi-stacking systems change pathway platforms. The multi-stacking system change pathway is applied when more than one stack is interacting together. The interactions between different stacks are based on the mutual relations of various parameters while preserving the two important laws of the preservation of matter and energy. Examples of these systems of multi-disciplinary nature are given in Table 2 .
In the following section, some related work of the presented study is discussed within the paradigm of analyzing the system change pathways. For smooth reading of various paper sections, the terminology and key expressions used in the paper are briefed in Appendix A and the nomenclature used is given in Appendix B.
Related work
It follows from the above discussions that we can find everywhere in various disciplines and sciences that system changes in real life are logically conceived to be internally stacked at every event state in the form of a new sub-layer (or minute sub-layer or sub-stratum) arranged in some form in relations to the other preceding existing layer(s). Such new sub-layers (or sub-strata) represent the incremental physical changes or alternations imposed on the original system basic layer(s) due to the induced effects at event state.
The sequential representation of stack layering is assumed to follow a certain cycle rotation governed by the event state l as shown in Fig. 1 . The event clock is assumed to follow the counter-clockwise direction. This is in resemblance of all real life systems of the universe (including our solar system) with specific life cycle, where their movements counterclockwise indicate continued loss of energy upon stepping in a progressive way toward ending states. Furthermore, the change of system parameter with each rotation of the event state (or register) l can be conceived as autonomous or self-recording of affecting influences with certain scaling that changes from one system to another. 3 In real life situations, the links and interactions between the basic and upper systems levels may be either invisible or integrated somehow within the systems. Moreover, the basic system layer(s) is usually formed in the first place, and then the upper system layer(s) enters into appearance in the next place. This upper layer represents the influencing platform for pathway change upon subsequent occurrence of any varying environments or events ''on and above" the normal situation. This gives the main reason why such links and interactions are not formally developed in the literature by the experts and researchers.
Based on the paradigm depicted in Fig. 1, a such that the term D System parameters change ðlÞ describes the incremental or step parameter change at event clocklike register or state l, where l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; m; . . . ; f (m is the intermediate state, and f is the final state). The term ''affecting environments or events" indicates the overall or effective value, which combines varying environment(s) or event(s) type and strength. The term ''Function" in (2) denotes a general mathematical function or expression. The original formal mathematical formulation of the paradigm together with illustrative case studies can be found in [1] [2] [3] .
It is remarked that the procedure expressed by (1) and (2) follows a memoryless or Markovian processes. A Markov process depends only on the present event l state and not on how it is arrived to such state. On the other hand, nonMarkov process (memory-based) depends on previous states with event step lags that change from one system to another.
Different than discrete-event dynamic models applied for system operation in control and system theory, Eqs. (1) and (2) are only concerned with affecting environments and events ''on and above" normal system situations that lead to changes of system parameters during its course of life. Moreover, in most situations, it may be possible to systematically decompose (1) and (2) separately for each system parts or component and such discrete-event relations could then be applied separately for each component.
The executions of such equations are shown in Fig. 1 through counter-clockwise event register updating system. Such updating operation per event clocklike register l is conceived to perform independently of the normal time clock operation. The same above formulas can also be executed under certain reversibility conditions of Function [consolidity (l) , affecting environments or events (l) ] in reverse order (backward stacking or in retrospective way).
In general, the Function [.] is reversible when it is always possible to determine back its input by knowledge of output, which is the case when there is a one-to-one relationship between its input and output states. Moreover, if the Function [.] is a mix of reversible and irreversible zones, then the proposed theory could still partially be applied but only for the reversible zones. Accordingly, the reversibility property of the Function [.] could be classified into three main types, namely: i) Fully reversible, ii) Partially reversible, and iii) Irreversible.
In the backward stacking case, the event starts from the final state and recursively be updated toward the event initial state, such that l 0 ¼ f; f À 1; . . . ; m; . . . ; 2; 1, where l 0 is the event state or event number used in the reverse order (index), m is the intermediate state, and f is the final state. This will lead to retrieving the ''affecting environment or event" on and above the normal system situation by the knowledge of system parameter change at each event state l 0 as shown in Fig. 4 . It can be observed from the figure that for backward stacking the direction of rotation of the event state l 0 has become now clockwise indicating continued regaining of energy upon stepping back in a progressive way toward the initial states.
Critics of using time
Controversial critic to many physicists is that ''time may not exist" at the most fundamental level of physical reality, or even ''there is no thing as time", a crucial critic which is well known as ''the problem of time" [13] [14] [15] . In addition, the meaning of time has become terribly problematic in contemporary physics. Instead of introducing this made-up variable-time, which is itself not observable-we should just describe how the variables are related to one another. Time was originally visualized by periods between events (see for instance the creation of light in contrast of darkness as given in Genesis I: The Creation). Without events, definitely, there will be no time.
One of the possible solutions to the problem of time in quantum gravity was attained through the development of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [16] . Interestingly, in this approach, time plays no role in the equation. Though the equation has cleverly solved the original quantum gravity problem formulation, yet it introduced in effect a new dilemma by saying that nothing ever happens in the universe (having static and unchanging universe), a prediction that is clearly at odds with the observational evidence. Moreover, in quantum gravity there is no notion of absolute time. Like all other quantities in the theory, the notion of time has to be introduced ''relationally", by studying the behavior of some physical quantities in terms of others chosen as a specified ''clock". All these findings could add more critics to the ''the problem of time".
Real advancements have taken place in computer science upon introducing the ''virtual time" that can go back and forth without bounds [17] . The virtual time is defined in general as the sense of time inside of an application or informational model. This virtual time has superseded using the conventional ''real time" that is always fixed as Time Now for all event operations of the past, present, and future. 5 Another time aspect is Figure 3 The stack-based layering modeling methodology. Table 2 Some selected examples of multi-stacking systems.
Example no.
Description of multi-stacking systems
1
The processing of the basic formation and changes of matter and substances, as governed by many disciplines such as physics, chemistry, biology, materials sciences. 2
The propagation of combined gradual deterioration of engineering and industrial systems due to internal and external influences such as corrosion, creep, fatigue, wearing, shrinkage, sedimentation. 3
The progressing of humans' evolutionary course of life governed by the inter-relations of many disciplines including biology, chemistry, genetics, medicine, health, dentistry, psychiatry, pharmacology, materials sciences, environmental science, behavioral science, sociology, education, emotions, music, arts, athletics, etc. 5 Though computer science was originally evolved solely from many physical sciences, yet computer science specially after adopting the notion of ''virtual time" has surmounted its ancestors sciences by very far. Thus, it might be highly beneficial now that some of such attained progresses and knowledge in computer science be reciprocated back to physical sciences regarding time for the mutual benefits of all sides. the development of ''the time machine" in the form of backup software to enable navigating and restoring past activities in computers.
The analogies between associated corresponding aspects of real time in physical sciences versus virtual time in computer science have thoroughly been analyzed in the literature as shown in Table 3 [17] . Due to the unique unidirectional property of real time arrow, all physical systems will be contrary to virtual systems in obeying the causality principle where cause precedes effect or simply the future cannot cause the past, and that time cannot be negative.
A lucid example is the meaningless of time for a geologic hard rock say of the basalt type which is preserved intact far from environmental and wearing influences. In this case, the elapsed time of hundreds (or even thousands years) of the made-up variable-time will induce almost nothing to such rock. Thus, the effect of time in fact has just been nullified. Moreover, it is observed that time is not a prime factor in evolutionary development; for instance, as any development that is impossible to happen in finite time(s) will logically never happen given long ages or infinite time(s) (long ages are not evolution; long ages cannot produce evolution [18] ).
To explain further this point, let us investigate the meaning of elapsed time to a frozen living species. As far as there is no ongoing events during the freezing process, the notion of passing time to such species will be meaningless. The life of humans and other living beings is merely determined by what they are subjected to influences, which at the end specify their effective ''biological age" rather than their conventional ''chronological age" measured by the time period they have lived. Thus, all elapsed intervals on the system without any affected influences (silent intervals) mean nothing to the system as if it has never been happened.
In generalizing the same concept for multi-stacking analysis, we have to escape from falling into the trap of any formulations that have relations with time. It is believed by following such time avoidance provision, the door will be wide open to expand the stack-based system change theory to solve many new interacted applications that are presently outside our reach. In carrying out such target, time will only be regarded as a measure in which events can be ordered from the past through the present into the future, and also if necessary measure of durations of events.
Neutralizing time in analysis
The new expression of ''neutralizing time" is defined as that time will not be considered in the system stack-based change pathway calculations, but it will only be sensed in the sequence order. This means that for the two-level (time and event) configuration depicted in Fig. 1 , while the basic physical system level is considered as temporal, the upper event level is regarded as non-temporal, 6 as shown in Fig. 5 . The event cycle is now represented in the Fig. 5 in the dotted form as it is merely invisible, and is only visible with each occurrence of affecting non-temporal environment or event. Two symbols are introduced to differentiate between the temporal and non-temporal processes as follows: a time clock for Figure 4 A schematic diagram depicting the backward stacking of ''time driven-event driven-parameters change" paradigm. the temporal process (zone) and a counter-clockwise rotating arrow(s) for the non-temporal process (zone).
In general, the non-temporal effect has the characteristic that only the order in which elements occur in the incident is relevant, not the time interval between events. Therefore, non-temporal effects are represented by evenly spaced intervals between events using event state l. This notion is justified by that time elapsed in these intervals has no occurring incidents that could induce any change; thus, it is not considered in the system change calculations.
The preliminary investigations of ad hoc examples in life sciences, engineering, biology and medicine showed that there are many important forms in real life of Function [.] given in (1) and (2) . Examples are the linear (or linearized), and the exponential & power relationships for nonlinear cases, given respectively as [3] 
such that a is a changeability coefficients, and both b and c are general coefficients related to the system physical properties, and ''exp" abbreviates exponent.
The changeability coefficient of (3) (5) and their likes' relationships represent the main core of non-temporal analysis of system change in the suggested paradigm. Other forms of relations of XðlÞ, such as parabolic or quadratic, low or high order polynomials, logarithmic, special functions, etc. could also be sought for other real life applications.
The real life experimentation and verification of (1)- (4) are recently given by Ginidi [19] , for some selected case studies in life sciences, ecology, biology, and medicine. There are many foreseen illustrative applications in natural and applied sciences that could lead such experimentations where change formulas are either available or easy to be extracted [1] [2] [3] . Moreover, the concept of representing events versus parameters change relationships through non-temporal expressions is well established in the literature. In fact, there are many successes of using techniques such as data mining for extracting non-temporal system change relationships through invoking real life ample temporal data series measurements.
In applying these formulas to all preceding real life problems, all efforts should be directed toward avoiding the incorporation of time during implementation. In this situation, time is only left just as a sort of indirectly organizing the sequence of events without entering into the changing process itself. Consolidity as an intrinsic property metric is related only to the physical system and has no relation with time. In a more general sense, consolidity could also be defined based on other Figure 5 A schematic diagram depicting the temporal and non-temporal zones of the ''time driven-event driven-parameters change" paradigm.
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6. Non-temporal multi-stacking analysis
Non-temporal multi-stacking features
In handling global problems, it is always difficult to isolate changes in any system stacking layer(s) from its neighboring stacks within its operation domain. Therefore, stacking should be extended to incorporate the non-temporal inter-relations with other stack-based layers in the system domain as illustrated by the multi-stacking layering network of Fig. 6 expressed in a non-temporal form for certain event state l. In this figure, the interaction with each other stack is conceptually represented for simplicity by the ideal case of lossless multitransfer balanced system.
In the multi-stacking networks configuration of Fig. 6 , corresponding non-temporal changes based on (1) and (2) for each stack point are mutually transferred through bidirectional pipingprocess with the inter-related stacking layers. This is essential for maintaining the common laws of the preservation of matter and energy. For instance, a growing stack at certain point say S ðþÞ should be transferred to shrinking stacks S ðÀÞ at another part, and vice versa, thus following stack-based changes balancing process.
Further to the above, there are plenty of examples and case studies that are recently published for calculating the consolidity index and stack-based layering change pathway systems without incorporating the systems operational time [20, 21] . These examples cover systems in engineering, material sciences, automatic control, operations research, life sciences, ecology, pharmacology, biology, medicine, etc. [22] [23] [24] . They are regarded as a good leap toward building new classes of systems that could handle system change pathways with neutralized time concept.
Non-temporal multi-stacking for synchronicity analysis
The infinite global generalization of the multi-stacking configuration shown in Fig. 6 could provide the necessary mathematical platform to demonstrate the principle of ''synchronicity" or ''meaningful coincidences" as developed by Carl Jung in the early 1900s. Such ''synchronicity" concept is sometimes referred to by ''acausal parallelism", which is different than succession or sequential ordering. The synchronicity principle implies that everything in the universe is intimately connected and events happening all over the world at the same time are connected in some unknown way [25, 26] . For almost nearly a century now, there has been no available single mathematical formulation or platform for analyzing such ''synchronicity", ''meaningful coincidences" or the ''acausal parallelism" principle. Non-temporal multi-stacking layering network (with multi-transfer balancing system) Figure 6 A schematic diagram of non-temporal multi-stacking layering network showing the mutual stack-based changes balancing process at a certain event state l.
In Fig. 7 , the mathematical platform for analyzing the natural or intentionally induced synchronicity is depicted through representing global systems by infinite groupings of interacted non-temporal multi-stacking configuration. These infinite groupings satisfy at each stack point for each event state l the corresponding change relations expressed by (1) and (2), while following a balancing system for maintaining the laws of preservation of matter and energy. In deriving the infinite groups of change relations expressed by (2) for each system, the term ''affecting environment or events ðlÞ " should be conceived now in a more global sense as all surrounding influences interacting and being interacted with the system.
The two-way interactions between various adjacent systems are represented in Fig. 7 by dotted lines as such interactions only operate at each event state l with the occurrence of corresponding affecting environments or events. Moreover, it could also appear from the configuration of Fig. 7 as systems continuously interact with their surroundings, any attempt to isolate their operations might yield non-meaningful results for their change pathways or courses of life.
The above infinite interacted groupings relationships could constitute the mathematical platform for analyzing the natural or intentionally induced ''synchronicity" or the ''acausal parallelism" principle. This is a new advancement that could pave the way toward full understanding of such synchronicity principle.
To elaborate further, synchronicity as acausal connecting concept could also be investigated experimentally. This could be carried out first in a limited scale for confined real life area (such as a small island, an isolated tribe, a remote living community) and by considering for simplicity some specific intentionally induced limited number of influences. The mathematical expressions governing system change of the generalized form of Eqs. (1) and (2) for the multi-dimensional case could then be formulated and experimentally scaled for mutual change versus corresponding influences. These case studies could then be expanded part by part to reach at the end a reasonable scale for representative real life global systems such as described in Table 2 .
In the following sections, two illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the applicability of non-temporal sequential analysis of systems during their change pathway course of life.
Illustrative example #1 of change pathway of inverted pendulum trolley
In this section, the application of the new concept is presented for the investigation of the change pathway of inverted pendulum trolley after successfully neutralizing time in the analysis.
System
"f" System "a" Global non-temporal multi-stacking configuration depicting synchronicity principle platform System "i" Figure 7 A sketch depicting the synchronicity principle platform through infinite interacted non-temporal multi-stacking representation of global systems.
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Example description
The selected case study is the inverted pendulum with trolley car with its complete description and dynamics as given in [27] . The inverted pendulum is described by the following parameters: m 0 the mass of pendulum, L the half-length of the pendulum, M 0 is the mass of the trolley, and S force is the affecting force strength applied to the trolley in the x-direction.
It is considered that the inverted pendulum body is subjected during its course of life to external accidental forces (collisions, impacts, shocks, etc.) with different strength ''on and above" the normal operations leading to the deterioration and wearing of its trolley mass external body. Such deterioration is illustrated in the sequential sketches of Fig. 8 (following stack class of type S3 ðÀÞ of the shrinking type). Applying the linear changeability model of (3) on the pendulum case study, we can obtain the following relationship with neutralizing time in the analysis as follows: 
such that DM 0 ðlÞ denotes the incremental change of the parameter of the trolley mass at state l. The term consolidity ðlÞ is a dimensionless parameter that designates the associated value of the consolidity index of the stabilized system physical parameters at step l and can be calculated as given in references [18, 19] . Accordingly, the non-temporal sequential change relationship of the trolley mass M 0 per event state l can be expressed from (6) as follows: 
It must me noted that for neutralizing time in the analysis of the illustrative example #1, it is considered for simplicity that the duration of each event (force) and effect of all other global surrounding influences could be augmented within the event's overall or effective strength, and the intervals between them could be disregarded as they are silent periods free of any incidents.
The parameter a is the changeability coefficient describing the durability of the trolley car for confronting changes and is related to the compositions of its body, and is assumed fixed all over the course of life of the trolley car. The term S ðlÞ force indicates the effective strength of affecting event force(s) in kg force at the event state l.
Example change pathway I
The parameters description of the illustrative example #1 are considered as given in Table 4 [20, 21] . The investigation is followed by applying some assumed non-temporal events for l ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; m; . . . ; f (m is the intermediate state, and f is the final state) acting for simplicity only upon the trolley mass M 0 . The selected non-temporal results of forward stacking are shown in Table 5 (change pathway I).
The same above process can also be executed with neutralized time in reverse (backward stacking or in retrospective way) 
Example change pathway II
For the same illustrative example, other system change pathways could be visualized within the neutralized time concept. This can be produced upon altering two main key factors of system change, namely the changeability coefficient a of the physical system, and the acting forces S ðlÞ force representing system affecting environments and events.
The sequence of the forces S ðlÞ force represents another important factor governing the pathway as the system consolidity ðlÞ is updated after each event l occurrence due to change of physical system parameters. For instance, a high affecting force S force ðhighÞ followed by a moderate force say S force medium ð Þ will yield different change pathway result compared to the interchanged sequence of S force medium ð Þ followed by S force ðhighÞ . To stress the importance of the sequence of the induced force on the physical system, let us consider the same illustrated example with same parameters and acting forces, but only with interchanging the values of the forces S It can be observed from Table 5 that the non-temporal results of change pathway II have produced different change pathway values compared to that of the results of change pathway I only due to slight interchange of two acting event sequences. Nevertheless, both pathways have similarly given the required system change pathway results within the neutralized time concept.
Illustrative example #2 of formation of human bladder crystalline stone
In this section, the application of the new concept is demonstrated for the investigation of the formation of human bladder spherical crystalline stone after successfully neutralizing time in the analysis.
Example description
The example is concerned with the sequential change pathway formation of human bladder crystalline stone. Such stones are usually formed due to the excess salts and minerals such as calcium, sodium, and phosphate, that become solidified and formed into stone-like, hard, crystalline structures [28] . The excessive salt/mineral concentrations influences will naturally lead to more increase in the solidification process with rates that could change from one person to another.
Such stone formation usually follows the stack-based layering type of S4 ðþÞ . The crystalline stone is formed first from a point or small nuclei and sequent layers are created one over the other each with a thickness that corresponds to the affecting sequential salt concentration influences. In real situations, each created stack-based layer can separately be identified. In general, renal and bladder stones in human body take various shapes such as the spherical, elliptical, triangular, star, joint (multiple) and irregular stones. For simplicity of the analysis, the crystalline stone of this illustrative example is assumed to be of the spherical shape with volume ''Vol" (in mm 3 ) and radius ''rad" (in mm), such that Vol ¼ a Same as the affecting forces of change pathway I after interchanging the forces at l = 2 and 97.
The non-temporal sequential relationship of the formation of the crystalline stone at event state l after neutralizing time in the analysis is assumed to have the general power function form expressed as follows: The spherical crystalline stone radius ''rad ðlÞ " (in mm) at any event state l can be calculated from the created stone ''Vol ðlÞ " obtained from (8) as follows:
In the calculation, the precision of the radius of the spherical stone is determined within the microns (10 À3 mm).
Example change pathway forward stacking study
Due to the particular intrinsic properties of each person, the formation of crystalline stone changes from one person to another. In this example, four different cases of parameters a and b of the general Eq. (8) of the change pathway study will be considered as given in Table 6 . These non-temporal change relationships of cases A to D are plotted for comparison in Fig. 9 . All these four plotted relationships are of the nontemporal type and satisfy the fully reversibility property. For each the parameter b was adjusted in order to produce at the final state the same ending stone size of average layer thickness of 4.5 mm. This will simplify comparing the visual form of the crystalline stone formed stack-based layers of different cases. Three selected affecting event patterns represented by the intermediate parameter XðlÞ are then considered as shown in Table 7 . Based on these patterns, six different scenarios of the change pathway formation of the crystalline stone are designed as given in Table 8 . The change pathway results of the sequential formation of the stack-based layers of the stone are accordingly elucidated in Figs. 10 and 11, and summarized in Table 9 .
In Fig. 10 , the step by step sequential formation is described for the stack-based spherical layers of Scenario 1, starting from a created point nuclei at l = 0 and then stacked with different layers depending on the affecting events. The stacking then ends by a final spherical stone of 9.0 mm diameter and a volume of 381.71 mm 3 . For simplicity of presentation, the color intensity of each layer is chosen as a direct indication of the strength of affecting event at the layer. A darker layer corresponds to higher event strength and vice versa. Fig. 11 provides the collected crystalline stone results of all the six considered scenarios.
It could appear from Table 9 that there are considerable variations of the stacked layers per case study. While the average layer thickness was adjusted for all scenarios to be 0.5 mm, yet the range obtained for the case study was between 0.046 mm and 1.595 mm. A thickness diversity ratios are determined for all scenarios in the same table and are calculated as (Drad max =Drad min Þ such as ''rad max " denotes the maximum layer thickness and ''Drad min " designates the minimum layer thickness. The results indicate that the spherical stone layers thickness diversity ratio considerably changes between 3.708 and 34.674 for various scenarios. Lower values of the parameter a are accompanied by lower thickness diversity ratio.
Example change pathway backward stacking study
In this section, we will demonstrate through an illustrative example how the process of backward stacking could be implemented. The case study represents a whole spherical crystalline stone of the person of case E with the particular formation parameters of a ¼ 5=6 and b ¼ 6:166. This could be achieved due to the fully reversibility property of the Power (fractional) relationship used in Case E.
The cross-section of the crystalline stone is sketched as shown in Fig. 12 (scale of graph is one unit per one mm). Using relevant processing techniques, each stone layer can be analyzed and its corresponding diameter and volume of each layer can be evaluated starting from the outer layer and moving step by step until reaching the stone nuclei (reverse stacking). The case E stone has 19 stacked layers with a diameter ''diam" of 18 mm and volume 3053.625 mm 3 . The layers thickness changes from 0.176 mm to 0.905 mm with a thickness diversity ratio of 5.142.
The non-temporal analysis is implemented in retrospective or backward stacking manner for retrieving the various affecting event with the knowledge of the radius size of created stack layer at each event state l 0 ¼ f; f À 1; . . . ; m; . . . ; 2; 1, (l 0 is the event state or event number used in the reverse order (index), m is the intermediate state, and f is the final state). Accordingly, the affecting event X l 0 ð ÞÞ related to excess salts concentration can easily be retrieved in backward order by applying the non-temporal sequential formula:
This gives the value of affecting event X l 0 ð ÞÞ
The backward stacking procedure is sequentially applied in retrospective form until reaching at the end the initial state of the crystalline stone represented by its origin point or nuclei of the system as illustrated in Fig. 13 and Table 10 . The calculated retrieved historical values of affected events indicated by Table 8 Definition of change pathway testing scenarios of illustrative example #2.
Scenario no. Change formula case no. Affecting event pattern ð ÞÞ are found to be exactly matching that of the corresponding original acting excess salts concentration ones applied during its numerical formation.
Important finding and considerations
An important finding is that the above illustrative examples could provide a positive assertive answer to the important question: ''Can the presented change pathway theory through backward stacking, neutralized time effect, and satisfying the reversibility property mathematically uncover many open mysteries such as the origins of matter and antimatter?". Additional considerations of this finding for the matter and antimatter are presented hereafter.
Matter is defined as substance or entity that has inertia and occupies physical space. On the other hand, antimatter is material composed of antiparticles which have the same mass as particles of ordinary matter but have opposite charge (positrons instead of electrons) [29] . An important property of antimatter is that when it meets with its matching matter they immediately turn into energy and vice versa.
For any specific matter, the investigation for determining mathematically its change pathway toward its origin commences by first gathering its relevant historical information and available knowledge. This is then followed by sequentially identifying and extracting one by one in the backward order its appropriate stack-based change pathway layers using the modeling methodology elucidated in Fig. 3. μ=9, rad= 4.500 mm μ=7, rad= 4.178 mm μ=8, rad= 4.363 mm μ=6, rad= 3.887 mm μ=4, rad= 2.897 mm μ=5, rad= 3.434 mm μ=3, rad= 2.299 mm μ=1, rad= 1.265 mm μ=2, rad= 1.825 mm Based on the common chart of average binding energy per nucleon [30] , the mathematical relationships between the Atomic Number ''Z" which is the number of nucleons in nucleus at the y-axis versus the Binding Energy per Atom in Mega electron Volt ''MeV" at x-axis could easily be extracted [30] . These relationships can be represented in the form of Table 9 Results of various designed change pathway scenarios of spherical crystalline stone radius ''rad" formation of cases A to D of illustrative example #2.
Event state l Spherical stone radius ''rad" (in mm) i) Zone A: Fusion region with light nuclei of ð0 < Z 6 56Þ; a 1 % 0:9189 and b 1 % 0:1880. ii) Zone B: Fission region with heavy nuclei of ð56 < Z 6 250Þ; a 2 % 1:1212 and b 2 % 0:0536.
The two-zone power fractional functions intersects at the point of the Binding energy per atom of x ¼ exp lnfðb 1 =b 2 Þ= ða 2 À a 1 Þg % 495:8117 MeV which corresponds to the Atomic Number Z % 56 (Iron 56 Fe). Such two-zone fusion/fission relationships are plotted in Fig. 14 .
The two-zone Power (fractional) functions are of the nontemporal type and satisfy the fully reversibility property. They are essentially related to the other relationships of atom change due to induced energy on the matter required for performing the stack-based change pathway analysis.
The study for the specific matter could then proceed from the present state in backward stacking order step by step until systematically reaching at the end to the original stacks (or layers). The procedure could similarly be generalized for the mathematical analysis of other system change pathway applications.
In the following section, real life applications of the presented concepts are discussed covering both single stacking and global multi-stacking systems.
Applications

Single stacking applications
It is noteworthy to mention that there are a huge number of real life systems that are initiated and created following the stack category S4
ðAEÞ . These are made by forming a certain small core or nuclei and building upon subsequent stack layers one over the other. These systems could take many shapes such as the triangular, oval/heart, octal/hexagon, rectangular, circular/spherical, elliptical, star, joint/multiple, irregular. Miscellaneous examples of this S4 ðAEÞ category are elucidated by representative photographs in Fig. 15 [31] [32] [33] [34] . The figure illustrates cases of the formation of stars/planets, geologic/mineral stones, human urine/bladder stones, rings of tree trunks, rolling snow-ice balls and disks, eyes cataracts, etc. 7 In fact, the basic subsequent building of elements in Chemistry based on the Periodic Table of Elements is a direct manifestation of such stacking category [35] . Atoms of one element in such periodic table can be changed into atoms of another element by a process called nuclear transmutation. Such process is due to excessive influences acting on the element. It could occur either through nuclear reactions in which an outside particle reacts with a nucleus (growing stacking S ðþÞ Þ, or through radioactive decay (or breakdown) where no outside particle is needed (shrinking stacking S ðÀÞ Þ. The mathematical change relationships of matter variation versus the induced energy by nuclear reactions could be developed using as their basis the two-zone fusion/fission binding energy of atom formulas elaborated in section 8.4. Moreover, it is pointed out that through cleverly implementing such change relationships with backward stacking processing many hidden clues could be uncovered regarding past sequential (evolutionary) formation of matter/antimatter and the open secret origins of many versatile systems.
Global multi-stacking applications
An example of global multi-stacking applications is the medical analysis of a certain human patient who is clinically examined for monitoring his health as sketched in Fig. 16 . The results showed that the patient is suffering from: (a) formation of some urine and bladder crystalline stone masses, (b) depositing of lungs toxic substances, (c) beginning of accumulation of cholesterol and fats in his veins and arteries, (d) slight formation of the fibrosis of organs tissues and brain neurons/nerves, (e) gradual appearance of bones osteoporosis, (f) creation of some teeth crown caries and internal cavitation, (g) gradual forming of thin cataracts layers in the lens inside eye, (h) some moderate skin injuries, wounds and burns under healing stage, and (i) clear progressing of facial skin wrinkles and ravages.
These medical symptoms though belong to various stack classes of the growing/shrinking types are elucidated in Table 11 , yet they could still be handled together as they are linked by same patient diet and affected influences. In this situation, the study could be performed using non-temporal multidimensional global stacking invoking neutralized time concept. The global multi-stacking change relationships should particularly be tuned for each patient versus affecting diet and influences based on his past monitored health records. Moreover, such problem could also be investigated within the mathematical platform of the presented synchronicity principle but in a very small scale. ðþÞ Þ. 7 The reverse stacking process of class could also be observed in cosmology when a formed star (or planet) is swallowed by a nearby black hole. The process is contrary to the star (or planet) formation where each outer stacked layer of the star is stripped one by one and swallowed sequentially by the black hole until all formed stacked layers till the core is vanished. The new ''Fractals-General Science": Can time be neutralized?
Another application of importance in environmental science is the study of Global Warming phenomenon. Global warming is one measure of slow climate change, and is described as a long-term change of weather patterns that could encompass everything from extreme weather to sea level rise, heat waves to air pollution, wildfires to melting ice,. . .etc. It mainly results from sequential stack layering of heat, carbon dioxide and other gases emitted from earth due to human and industrial activities [36] . In general, the stack layer types that could cause global warming are mostly classified as inter-related forms of stack classes S1
ðAEÞ ; S2 ðAEÞ ; and S3 ðAEÞ . The application lies within the scope of the presented global multi-stacking layering representation and could offer an excellent forum for testing the synchronicity principle in a very broad scale.
General potential applications
Similar analysis can be applied to the systems of other stacking categories described in Table 1 . In this respect, there are many potential applications with big data in various sciences that could lead such implementation and experimentations where change formulas are either available or can easily be extracted. Examples of these sciences are engineering, materials sciences, nanotechnology, chemistry, geology, archeology, physical anthropology, life sciences, ecology, environmental science, hydrology, agronomy, pharmacology, biology, medicine, dentistry, health, psychiatry, mass communication, and arts. Moreover, various potential sciences and disciplines for the presented concepts applications are arranged in different groups as shown in Table 12 .
All the above stack-based layering applications could now be effectively handled through invoking the presented nontemporal analysis resulting from neutralizing time effects. It is foreseen that such presented non-temporal forward or backward stacking procedure could offer a very strong platform for retrieving historical system data and uncovering the open secrets of the formation and initiating origins of many real life systems. In addition, such suggested new concepts could also effectively serve in speculating future change pathways progresses of many real life versatile systems.
Conclusions
This paper has presented the new concept of ''neutralizing time" for investigating the various real life systems course of life. The new concept is defined as time is not considered during the system stack-based change pathway calculations, but it will only be sensed in the sequence order. By adopting this concept, the formulations cleverly avoided falling in the trap of the long dilemma of ''the problem of time" when handling the system change pathways. This is equivalent for the two-level (time and event) system configuration that the basic physical system level is considered as temporal, while the upper event level is regarded as non-temporal.
Two illustrative examples of non-temporal system change pathway have been presented to successfully demonstrate the applicability of the new concept. The first example has concerned with the analysis of trolley car of inverted pendulum subject to collisions and breaks during its course of life under two different sequences of affecting events. The second example has dealt with the sequential formation of human bladder spherical crystalline stones under selected change pathway formulas and subjected to different affecting excessive salt/mineral concentrations influences. For these illustrative examples and within the new introduced framework of the ''neutralized The new ''Fractals-General Science": Can time be neutralized?
time concept", the duration of each event is considered to be augmented within the event's overall or effective strength, while the intervals between them are disregarded as they are silent periods free of incidents. Furthermore, applications of the new concept to some real life single stacking and multistacking examples are discussed. It has been demonstrated that the infinite interacted nontemporal family (or groups) of change relations could constitute the necessary mathematical platform for analyzing the natural or intentionally induced ''synchronicity", ''meaningful coincidences" or the ''acausal parallelism" concept. Such equations have been expressed for each stack point at every subsequent event state while maintaining as a whole the laws of preservation of matter and energy. This step could encourage conducting research work for handling real life global multi-stacking applications within the framework of the presented synchronicity principle. This is a new advancement that could pave the way toward full understanding of such important synchronicity concept. Future research might now be directed toward strengthening the foundation of the ''Fractals-General Science" by expanding the development of multi-disciplinary parameters relations and multi-stacking system change platforms with neutralized time effect. The same concept can be extended in retrospective or backward stacking way, such as for analyzing the past sequential (evolutionary) formation of matter/substances and uncovering the origins of many versatile systems. In addition, due to the general fractals nature of the stack layering formations, the exchange of knowledge and experiences between various disciplines gained during the development of the change relationships could appear now to be highly beneficial. Finally, more intensive efforts should be carried out for the real life experimentation and implementation of the new concepts of formulations and analysis.
Paper highlights
It must be highlighted that the paper through its analysis and solved illustrative examples has successfully given positive assertive answers to the three following important questions:
Q1. Can time be neutralized in the analysis of the stackbased system change pathway? Q2. Can the presented change pathway theory through backward stacking, neutralized time effect, and satisfying the reversibility property mathematically uncover many open systems mysteries such as the origins of matter and antimatter? Q3. Can the infinite multi-stacking global systems representation provide the necessary mathematical platform for analyzing the natural or intentionally induced ''synchronicity principle"? Such three positive answers will give in fact a real strong impetus for future fostering of the new ''Fractals-General Science" and will effectively enable handling wide spectrum of global systems belonging to several disciplines presently very far now from our reach.
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